Competition 4-Digit Flip-A-Score

Ideal scorer for virtually any competition sport. Scores to 99. Sharp 5" white numbers on bright red and hunter green vinyl flippers on extra-strong plastic frame. 21"L x 9"D x 11"H. Ships Small Package.

GY153M-3.................................................List $59.00 Ea.
3 or More..........................................................List $56.00 Ea.

Competition 6-Digit Flip-A-Score

Can be used for any competition sport where scores are likely to get into 3 digits. Scores can be kept up to 999 per team. Scorer also provides space for identifying the participating teams (8 blank cards are included with each model). 30"L x 9"D x 13"H. Ships Small Package.

GY154M-3..........................................................List $89.00 Ea.
3 or More..........................................................List $85.00 Ea.

Replacement Numbers

GY216P-3 Red.............................................List $7.90 Pk.
GY218P-3 Green..........................................List $7.90 Pk.

Table Top Scorer

Fold-Up Competition Table-Top Scorer

Used for almost any competition sport. Scores up to 99. 5" white numbers on bright red and hunter green vinyl flippers. Sits or lays flat on any scorer’s table. Ships Small Package.

GY211M-3..........................................................List $53.90 Ea.
Replacement Numbers
GY238P-3 Red.............................................List $7.90 Pk.
GY240P-3 Green..........................................List $7.90 Pk.

Deluxe Fold-Up Scorer

All purpose flip-a-score with non-tearing white plastic numbers. Heavy plastic board with suction cups.

GY155P-3..........................................................List $139.00 Ea.

Spiral Bound Scorebooks

Designed and laid out in a simplified format for easy scoring. Books include instructions, statistical information, summaries and other features pertaining to each sport.

BK020P-3...Baseball......................List $8.90
BK021P-3...Volleyball.................List $8.90
BK022P-3...Basketball.................List $8.90
BK023P-3...Soccer......................List $8.90
BK024P-3...Track.......................List $8.90
BK025P-3...Wrestling...............List $8.90
BK026P-3...Football.................List $8.90